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In science fiction novels and films, ideas about human subjectivity and identity have most 

often been established in a comparison between self (human) and Other (nonhuman) characters. 

So, in terms of the genre's codes and conventions, it is possible to see how the alien or robot of 

science fiction may provide an example of Otherness, against which a representation of "proper" 

human subjectivity is worked through. Images of Otherness in science fiction can be understood 

as a metaphor for forms of Otherness within society, or between societies, which have 

traditionally been built upon gendered divides or upon distinctions based on racial differences. 

Indeed, a recognition of how science fiction operates on this metaphorical level has allowed 

critics and theorists alike to take the genre seriously, to look at what it might tell us about various 

definitions of the human subject and about the fears and anxieties surrounding a given society's 

Others. 

However, in recent years, a new and important figuration called the cyborg has become 

prominent in both science fiction novels and ilms. This is a figuration that manifestly challenges 

the dichotomous model of self/Other that the genre has previously relied upon. As Claudia 

Springer puts it, whereas in past science fiction robots have represented "the acclaim and fear 

evoked by industrial age machines for their ability to function independently of humans, cyborgs 

incorporate rather than exclude human, and in so doing erase the distinctions previously assumed 

to distinguish humanity from technology" (Springer 1991: 306). 

In the cyborg we have the literal melding of what were previously seen as separate and 

divided: the human/machine, the human/nonhuman, the human self/Other. Therefore, the cyborg 

can not only be understood to mark a possible shift in the very structures that underlie the 

science fiction genre, but can also be seen as a potent threat to much of Western philosophy's 

reliance upon Cartesian-inspired dualisms (mind/body), or the binary dichotomies that underpin 

dominant patriarchal society - self (white male)/Other (female, nonwhite male, etc.). 
















